A selection of images from Neural Knitworks activities in 2014

‘Neuron bombing’ at the Australian Fossils and Minerals Museum at a Neural Knitwork in July 2014.

Image via Neural Knitworks Facebook Community
Louise Cole successfully introduces Neural Knitworks in the workplace with a tempting array of yarn. Image via Neural Knitworks Facebook Community.
Neurons in the wild by Barbara McCauley. Image via Neural Knitworks Facebook community.

Felting, weaving, crochet, beading and recycling – just some of the many adaptations and techniques. Neurons Pat Pillai, Rita Pearce, and Helen Gee. Image via Neural Knitwoks Facebook community
Suitable for all ages and abilities:

One or more of the neurons in this image were created by children at Echuca library (who ran their own Knitwork events last year), residents in a care facility for people with dementia, high school students at St Ursula’s College Sydney, members of the Australian Textile & Surface Design Association, and of the Knitters Guild Southern Branch, and residents at Huntington Gardens Aged Care.

Image courtesy of Hazelhurst Regional Gallery and Arts Centre. Photography Silversalt
Neural Knitworks first workshop at Hazelhurst ArtExpress Fest

Scientists nattering neuroscience at Hazelhurst Fest Day

Image credit Pat Pillai

Image courtesy of Hazelhurst Regional Gallery and Arts Centre. Photography Silversalt
Inside the giant brain with ANSTO Science Communicators

Image courtesy of Hazelhurst Regional Gallery and Arts Centre. Photography Silversalt
Neural Knitworks first installation, the giant brain

Image courtesy of Hazelhurst Regional Gallery and Arts Centre. Photography Silversalt

Thank you to all who shared images and to all who helped bring this woolly project to life.